Measurement Computing
WiFi Adapter Support for WebDAQ Series

The WebDAQ series have drivers for various WiFi chipsets integrated into the operating system. The following Wi-Fi adapters were tested and approved for use with WebDAQ Series hardware.

- ALFA NETWORK AWUS036NEH
- ALFA NETWORK ANEWKODI 11AC
- ASUS USB-AC56
- BELKIN F5D7050
- CanaKit CKXW1000
- D-Link DWA-160
- EDiMAX EW-7811Un
- EDiMAX EW-7811UTC
- Linksys AE3000-NP
- NETGEAR WNA1100
- NETGEAR WNA3100M
- OURLiNK AC600
- Panda Wireless PAU05
- Panda Wireless PAU06
- Panda Wireless PAU07
- Panda Wireless PAU09

For detailed information about the WiFi adapters tested with the WebDAQ Series, including the model chipset and WiFi adapters not recommended for use with the WebDAQ Series, refer to the article posted on the Measurement Computing Knowledgebase.